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ABSTRACT
Cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIEDs) were believed to have a tolerance dose and that direct irradiation
has to be avoided. Thus, no clinical guidelines have mentioned the feasibility of total body irradiation (TBI) with a
CIED directly. The purpose of this work was to study a feasible and safe condition for TBI using a CIED. Eighteen
CIEDs were directly irradiated by a 6-MV X-ray beam, where a non-neutron producible beam was employed for
the removal of any neutron contribution to CIED malfunction. Irradiation up to 10 Gy in accumulated dose was
conducted with a 100-cGy/min dose rate, followed by up to 20 Gy at 200 cGy/min. An irradiation test of whether
inappropriate ventricular shock therapy was triggered or not was also performed by using a 6-MV beam of 5, 10, 20
and 40 cGy/min to two CIEDs. No malfunction was observed during irradiation up to 20 Gy at 100 and 200 cGy/min
without activation of shock therapy. These results were compared with typical TBI, suggesting that a CIED in TBI
will not encounter malfunction because the prescribed dose and the dose rate required for TBI are much safer than
those used in this experiment. Several inappropriate shock therapies were, however, observed even at 10 cGy/min if
activated. The present result suggested that TBI was feasible and safe if a non-neutron producible beam was employed
at low dose-rate without activation of shock therapy, where it was not inconsistent with clinical and non-clinical data
in the literature. The feasibility of TBI while using a CIED was discussed for the first time.

Keywords: cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIED); pacemaker (PM); implantable cardioverter defibrillator
(ICD); cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT); total body irradiation (TBI)

INTRODUCTION
Radiation-induced risk to cardiac implantable electronic devices
(CIEDs) in radiotherapy has been discussed for a long time, where
CIEDs denote implanted cardiac pacemakers (PMs), implantable
cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) and cardiac resynchronization
therapy devices (CRTs). A guideline first published in 1994 by the
American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) recommends
that the accumulated dose to a PM should not exceed 2 Gy and that
direct irradiation should be avoided [1]. Although a new guideline by

the AAPM published in 2019 insists that the tolerance dose depends
on the patient’s risk [2], it still recommends that the dose should be
kept at less than 2–5 Gy and direct irradiation should be avoided if
possible. Such a dose tolerance and description is problematic for
myeloablative total body irradiation (TBI) prior to hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation [3, 4], as TBI is prescribed at around
10 Gy by direct irradiation to the whole body including the CIED
if present in the patient [5, 6, 7]. Although several clinical guidelines
for CIEDs in radiotherapy in addition to those by the AAPM have been
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published [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], there are no direct descriptions
and discussions regarding the feasibility of TBI for those using
a CIED.

There is only one clinical case of TBI while using a CIED [16],
and it was reported that the irradiation using a 6-MV X-ray beam
with a prescription dose of 8 Gy to an ICD was completed without
malfunction. As for similar direct irradiation in clinical experiences,
CIEDs were sometimes located in an irradiation field when breast
treatment and lung stereotactic radiation were employed [17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23]. No malfunctions were reported from those clinical
experiences. Some non-clinical experiments recently performed with
direct irradiation using a flattening filter-free (FFF) beam, however,
reported that high dose-rate irradiation affected CIEDs if it was beyond
800 cGy/min [24, 25, 26]. Such evidence may suggest that there is a
safe low dose-rate for TBI with the presence of a CIED even by direct
irradiation.

A recent study reported that neutrons were the main risk to CIEDs
encountered in a clinical situation [27]. Then, another study reported
that the number of malfunctions of CIEDs due to neutrons was pro-
portional not to the photon dose but rather to the neutron dose [28].
Those findings indicate that malfunction by neutrons is randomly
caused as long as neutrons are produced. Therefore, the usage of a non-
neutron producible beam is essential for any study of the risk to CIEDs
by the removal of contribution from neutrons.

The present article aims to study a feasible and safe condition for
TBI for a patient with a CIED. Eighteen CIEDs were directly irradiated
by a 6-MV X-ray beam with a slightly higher dose-rate up to a little
larger accumulated photon dose than those typically employed in TBI.
Here, a non-neutron producible beam was employed to rule out any
contribution from neutrons to possible malfunction. The feasible and
safe application of TBI during the use of a CIED has been directly
discussed here for the first time.

DEFINITION AND SUMMARY OF MALFUNCTION
Definition of malfunction

Malfunction caused to a CIED during radiotherapy is defined in the
present study as the following:
• Soft error. Switching to safety backup mode or something caused by a tiny upset

in a memory owing to neutrons or charged nucleon incidence. Reprogramming
is required for recovery.

• Transient effect. Incorrect action during irradiation, such as inhibiting and under-
sensing. A device is automatically recovered when the beam is stopped.

• Failure. Loss of function such as lost telemetry capability, battery reduction
including unexpected elective replacement indicator (ERI), or permanent
silence. Replacement of the device is required because recovery is very difficult.

When an X-ray beam equal to or less than 6-MV is employed, nei-
ther secondary neutrons nor any charged nucleons are produced from
a linac. Here, the energy stems from the neutron separation energy
of tungsten [29], as an element of tungsten is included in every part
of a linac. Thus, as long as a non-neutron producing X-ray beam is
employed, a malfunction due to soft error can be ruled out.

Summary of risk factors
Risk factors for radiation-induced malfunction to CIEDs in radiother-
apy using X-ray beams are summarized here.

Firstly, neutrons are one of the risk factors for malfunction, as
numerically revealed in Matsubara et al. [28]. The malfunction process
by neutrons can be understood as one of single-event effects through
nuclear reaction of 10B(n,α)7Li at a borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG)
layer in a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) field-
effect transistor device, resulting in soft error [30]. Since neutrons are
secondarily produced by a treatment X-ray beam and then scattered in
the treatment room, malfunction caused by neutrons is possible even
in the case of out-of-field irradiation. Thus, malfunctions reported by
several clinical studies that occurred at low accumulated photon dose
were able to be mainly explained by neutrons [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

Secondly, a high dose rate is thought to be a potential risk for
malfunction [2]. Radiation by an X-ray beam turns into electrons when
functioning as a dose. In other words, if a CIED receives a dose, its
electrical circuit becomes excessively charged in a state of local high
voltage. Since excess charges flow out to ground via a circuit to be
discharged, pseudo signals in a circuit may be introduced. A local high
voltage may lead baseline-shift to a circuit. These effects are considered
to cause transient effects such as inhibiting and under-sensing during
irradiation. Some malfunctions reported in non-clinical studies can be
thought to have been caused by such high dose-rate effect [37, 38, 39,
46]. Recent experiments using FFF beams also clarified them [24, 25,
26].

Thirdly, a large accumulated photon dose is thought to be another
potential risk for malfunction [2]. When X-ray beam radiation enters
into a semiconductor or an insulator within it, pairs of electron-holes
are produced, contributing to the dose. Since those pairs, particularly
their holes, tend to accumulate, such accumulations cause a change of
voltage properties in a semiconductor, possibly resulting in a change
of bias voltage and then finally an insulation breakdown. Because such
effects are considered to be connected to irreversible change, perma-
nent function loss and failure may be caused, as reported in previous
studies [32, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43].

Direct irradiation itself by X-ray beams, however, is not thought to
be an essential risk factor for malfunction. The physical difference
between direct and indirect irradiation by X-ray beams is just the
quality of the radiation (energy spectrum). Radiation quality (energy
spectrum) is not taken into account among X-ray beams because dose
is employed as a main parameter. That is why no one assumes that there
is difference between 1 Gy by 6-MV and that by 10-MV, for example.
As another example, no clinical guidelines specify X-ray beam energy
when the prescription dose is described, suggesting that everyone
assumes that 1 Gy by any kind of treatment X-ray beam is the same.
Therefore, the difference between direct and indirect irradiation by
X-ray beams can be described just by the dose rate. As long as the
dose-rate is considered, distinguishing between direct and indirect
irradiation is not essential. The above consideration is consistent
with non-clinical studies reporting no malfunctions even by direct
irradiation because neither a high dose-rate nor a large accumulated
dose was applied under the usage of a non-neutron producible beam
[44]. Clinical studies also did not report any malfunction even by direct
irradiation [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The above understanding
is key for the study of safe conditions of TBI using a CIED. Here,
it should be noted that direct irradiation in the case of charged
nucleon beams (such as proton and carbon-ion therapies) still poses
a risk for malfunction because they have the potential to directly
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Table 1. Devices collected for the present study. Three devices were not used because they did not respond to a programmer

Device Manufacturer Model

S01 St. Jude PM Identity ADx XL DR 5386 DDDR
S02 St. Jude PM Zephyr XL DR 5826 DDDR
S03 St. Jude CRT-D Unity Quadra CD3251-40Q
S04 St. Jude CRT-D Unity Quadra CD3251-40Q(2)
S05 St. Jude ICD Ellipse DR CD2277-36Q
S06 St. Jude PM Anthem RF PM3212
S07 St. Jude CRT-D Unity Quadra CD3235-40Q
S08 St. Jude CRT-D Unity Assura CD3361–4
S09 St. Jude CRT-D Quadra Assura CD3367-40QC
M01 Medtronic CRT-D viva Quad XT CRT-D DTBA2Q1
M02 Medtronic CRT-D viva XT CRT-D DTBA2D1
M03 Medtronic ICD Evera MRI XT DR surescan DDMB2D4
M04 Medtronic CRT-D viva Quad XT CRT-D DTBA2QQ
M05 Medtronic ICD Evera XT DR DDBB2D1
M06 Medtronic CRT-D viva XT CRT-D DTBA2D1(2)
M07 Medtronic PM Adapta ADDR01 (Not used)
M08 Medtronic PM Adapa L ADDRL1 (Not used)
M09 Medtronic PM Advisa DR A5DR01
M10 Medtronic PM Advisa DR A5DR01(2)
M11 Medtronic PM Advisa DR MRI surescan A3DR01 (Not used)
M12 Medtronic CRT-D Protecta XT CRT-D D354TRG

cause single event effects resulting in soft error and to directly cause
accumulation effects in a semiconductor, resulting in an insulation
breakdown.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Models and setup

Twenty-one CIEDs were collected as summarized in Table 1. They
were explanted from patients during replacement. None of them expe-
rienced receiving radiation. Because three of them did not respond
to a programmer, 18 devices were employed in the irradiation test
described in Sec. 3.2. The devices were from two manufactures, St.-
Jude (now Abbott Medical) and Medtronic.

The devices were set to AAI mode with 60 bpm of pulse frequency.
The other setting parameters were as follows: output voltage 6 V with
time width of 1.0 ms; sensing sensitivity was 0.2–0.3 mV, with the
highest sensitivity of 0.15 mV avoided by Medtronic devices, as will be
discussed later. Ventricular shock therapy was disabled and enabled in
the irradiation test (Sec. 3.2) and in the shock therapy test (Sec. 3.3),
respectively.

Irradiation was performed with a Varian TrueBeam linac at Tokyo
Women’s Medical University. The experimental setup is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. An X-ray beam of 6-MV was employed as a non-
neutron producible beam. The phantom on top of a couch consisted
of water-equivalent slabs with a thickness of 17 cm in total to pro-
vide full backscatter conditions. The field size at the surface of the
phantom and the source-surface distance (SSD) to the surface of the
phantom were fixed at 10 × 10 cm2 and 100 cm, respectively. Two
CIEDs were placed simultaneously within the irradiation field in order

to save experimental time. Since a typical density of a CIED is about
2 g/cm3, for simplicity, a CIED placed on top of the phantom surface
was assumed to receive a dose of 100 cGy when 100 MU was delivered.
Output signals from a CIED were divided into two via an IS-1 type lead
connector (bipolar). One signal was recorded by data recorder (MCR-
4 V; T&G Corporation) in a step of 50 ms, and the other was used
for online monitoring in a console room using an oscilloscope with
a Bayonet Neill-Concelman (BNC) connector coaxial cable. Output
signals displayed on the oscilloscope were distorted owing to the long
BNC cable distance of 10 m between the treatment room and the
console room. Pulse height according to the recorder was not stable
because the pulse voltage was too low for accurate detection owing
to an inner resistor or some measurement problem the authors failed
to notice. Instability of pulse height was seen even in the case of
no radiation. Signals registered by the recorder coincided with those
operated by a programmer. Therefore, the present study aimed to
determine whether pacing pulses are normally put out or abnormally
inhibited, but its aim was not to consider changes of pulse height during
irradiation.

Irradiation test
An irradiation test was carried out to determine whether a pacing pulse
from a CIED was inappropriately inhibited or not due to irradiation.
Eighteen CIEDs were tested. The CIEDs were directly irradiated at a
dose rate of 100 cGy/min from 0 to 10 Gy in an accumulated photon
dose, and then were irradiated at 200 cGy/min from 10 to 20 Gy.
Device interrogation was performed when the dose rate was changed,
in addition to before and after the irradiation. Ventricular shock therapy
was disabled.
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Fig. 1. Schematic figure of experimental setup.

Shock therapy test
Ventricular shock therapy test was performed to study whether it was
inappropriately triggered or whether it was not due to irradiation.
Only two CIEDs, M03 and M04 in Table 1, were studied. The CIEDs
were directly irradiated for 10 minutes at dose rates of 5, 10, 20 and
40 cGy/min, meaning that they were irradiated for a total of 40 minutes
in total. Because this experiment was performed after the irradiation
test, the final accumulated photon dose to devices M03 and M04
became 27.5 Gy. Device interrogation was performed before and after
irradiation.

RESULTS
Result of irradiation test

No transient effects such as inhibited signal were observed in any of
the devices. Soft errors and failures were also not shown in the device
interrogation. Although an inhibited event was sometimes observed
at a frequency of once every few minutes during the irradiation, such
random incident of single pulse inhibition does not bring any hazard
to a patient because another pulse comes after 2 seconds in this case,
as shown in Fig. 2. This random inhibition was not seen at all when
no radiation was given. After the irradiation, all devices responded
normally to the device interrogation.

Here, we note that the threshold setting of the sensing sensitivity
was crucial to the transient effect. When the highest sensitivity of
0.15 mV was set on a Medtronic device, most pulses were inhibited
during irradiation at 100 cGy/min. Then, setting the second highest
sensitivity of 0.30 mV on the device, no inhibition was observed except
for random events, as mentioned above. As the highest sensitivity set-
ting for devices of St.-Jude Medical was 0.20 mV, however, those CIEDs
did not show any inhibition of pulses during irradiation. Although the
present study did not clarify whether it is related to the threshold level

Fig. 2. Typical screenshot of inhibition signal taken by the
recorder during irradiation in the case of M12. Unstable pulse
height is due to measurement problem, as mentioned in Sec.
3.1. The arrow indicates the timing of inhibition.

or to manufactured dependence, it can be said that the most sensitive
setting to the sensing threshold should be avoided for the safe use of
CIEDs during radiation.

Fig. 3 graphically demonstrates the result of the irradiation test,
which is shown in two-dimensional relation between the accumulated
dose and dose rate. Because the non-neutron producible beam was
employed, these two factors were assumed to describe the risk. For
comparison, in one clinical experience, no malfunction was encoun-
tered in TBI using a CIED by Hristova et al. [16], and the typical
beam condition employed in TBI are also included in the figure [5,
6, 7]. Because the dose rate was not reported in Hristova et al. [16],
the error bar was made to cover the commonly used range for this
dose rate. It should be noted that the dose rate in TBI is intentionally
suppressed to 10–30 cGy/min so as not to cause adverse effects such
as pneumonitis, nausea, or vomiting [45]. The present experimental
result exhibited no malfunctions even at much higher dose rates of
100 and 200 cGy/min and beyond, with a typical prescription dose of
around 10 Gy. Therefore, the feasible and safe use of TBI for a patient
with a CIED can be recommended.

Result of shock therapy test
Inappropriate shock during the irradiation was often observed, as
numerically summarized in Table 2 and as visually shown in Fig. 4,
where error bars originated from statistical uncertainty based on
Poisson distribution. Inappropriate shock was observed several
times at a low dose-rate of 10 cGy/min. After irradiation, the
devices normally responded to the device interrogation. Although
inappropriate shock was not observed at a dose rate of 5 cGy/min,
it is hard to insist that this represents the threshold border between
risk and safety because of the limited number of studies. At least,
however, it can be said that shock therapy should be deactivated for
safety reasons during any radiotherapy, since it can be triggered by
a low photon dose-rate, i.e. even by out-of-field irradiation. Thus,
it is obvious that its deactivation is indispensable for TBI using a
CIED.
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Fig. 3. Graphical expression of the result by irradiation test
shown in two-dimensional correlation between accumulated
dose and dose rate. No malfunctions were observed in the
experiment. One clinical experience (Hristova et al. [16]) is
also plotted in the figure. Orange region denotes a typical beam
employed in TBI.

Table 2. Numerical results of shock therapy test. Number of
shock therapies triggered during 10 minutes of irradiation are
summarized

Dose rate (cGy/min) M03 M04

5 0 0
10 5 8
20 1 1
40 0 2

DISCUSSION
Comparison with clinical experiences

Table 3 summarizes the received dose of a CIED in terms of clinical
experiences, where only the result of TBI was extracted in the case of
Hristova et al. [16]. No malfunctions were reported by the references,
although neutron producible beams were often employed. Because
details of the dose rates were not available, those clinical experiences
were not plotted in Fig. 3. However, those clinical experiences suggest
that direct irradiation to a CIED with a prescription dose of 10 Gy,
corresponding to TBI, is feasible and safe.

Comparison with non-clinical experiments
Table 4 summarizes the non-clinical experiments of irradiation of
CIEDs with non-neutron producible beams. The data collected
from Table 4 were plotted in two-dimensional correlation between
accumulated dose and dose rate with the addition of the result of
the present study, as shown in Fig. 5. Here, only the data taken by

Fig. 4. Visualized results of shock therapy test. Error bars
originated from statistical uncertainty based on Poisson
distribution.

irradiation with a simple beam were gathered because it is hard
to calculate the actual dose rate in a complex beam using like a
Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) plan. The number by
a symbol denotes the number of overlapped data. From the literature,
results of 263 devices were extracted in Table 4: 34 devices became
failures, 15 devices exhibited transient effect and 214 devices had no
malfunctions. Although the two-dimensional plot (Fig. 5) does not
provide a clear border line between safety and malfunctions, the area
of no malfunctions observed in the present study is consistent with
previous studies. The above consistency, again, suggests that TBI for a
CIED can be feasible and safe.

Age and generation of CIED
As one of the possibilities, the age and generation of CIED may have
to be considered for the non-clinical experiments taken from the lit-
erature. One reason to insist this is that the present study did not
observe any obvious noise by oscilloscope at baseline due to irradia-
tion, although continuous noise during irradiation was clearly seen in
Fig. 1 of Hurkmans et al. [38] published in 2005. Since recent studies
also did not report any noise during irradiation [25, 26, 44], it may
be said that recent CIEDs are stronger in terms of noise and failure
than older ones. Since a CIED used for more than 10 years is usually
replaced with a new one owing to battery problems, it may be suggested
that only the CIED model currently being used has to be taken into
account. Therefore, Fig. 6 was updated from Fig. 5 by removing the
data published before 2010 and removing the data of the old models
in Mollerus et al. [41], to the study of CIEDs being currently active.
If removal of the data from the consideration of age and generation of
CIED is reasonable, the result shown in Fig. 6 suggests that no failure
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Table 3. Summary of received dose by a CIED in clinical experiments. No malfunctions were reported from those references,
although neutron-producible beams were often employed. Details of dose rate were not available

Year Author Mean dose Max. dose Min. dose Beam
(Gy) (Gy) (Gy)

2011 Wadasadawala et al. [17] 0.1–20.6 0.1–60.0 0.1–2.0 Cobalt, 6/15-MV
2012 Kesek et al. [18] 25 48 9 NA
2014 Ahmed et al. [19] 29.3 52.4 13.5 6/15-MV
2015 Scobioala et al. [20] 5.6 15.6 NA 6/15-MV
2017 Martínez-Sande et al. [21] NA 30 NA 6/15-MV
2017 Hristova et al. [16] 8 8 8 6-MV
2020 Mielczarek et al. [22] NN NA NA 10-MV
2020 Schernthaner et al. [23] 29 47 8.7 6-MV

NA: Not available.

Table 4. Summary of non-clinical experiments. Only results using non-neutron producible beams in a simple treatment plan were
extracted from literatures. The mark # means number

Year Author # of devices

2005 Hurkmans et al. [38] 19 Fourteen devices became failures, and five were non-malfunctions.
2005 Hurkmans et al. [39] 11 All devices became failures.
2006 Uiterwaal et al. [46] 11 All devices encountered transient effect at 400 cGy/min.
2008 Kapa et al. [47] 20 No malfunctions at 16 cGy/min.
2013 Zaremba et al. [48] 5 No malfunctions at 600 cGy/min.
2014 Zaremba et al. [40] 6 One device became failure at 150 Gy, and five were non- malfunctions.
2014 Mollerus et al. [41] 8 Four devices encountered transient effect, and four were non-malfunctions.
2016 Augustynek et al. [49] 2 No malfunctions at 800 cGy/min.
2018 Zecchin et al. [44] 19 No malfunctions at 85 cGy/min.
2020 Nakamura et al. [25] 4 Three devices encountered transient effect at 400 cGy/min, and one at

1000 cGy/min.
2020 Aslian et al. [26] 4 No malfunctions below 1000 cGy/min in dose rate.
2021 Falco et al. [50] 140 No malfunctions at 600 cGy/min.
2021 Baehr et al. [42] 14 Four devices became failures, and ten were non-malfunctions. Results by

brachytherapy were excluded due to unknown dose rate.

is expected within 50 Gy in accumulated dose or 400 cGy/min in dose
rate for any CIEDs currently implanted in patients.

Gap between clinical and non-clinical situations
The gap of CIED malfunction between clinical situation and non-
clinical experiment is discussed here. It should be noted that malfunc-
tion of a CIED triggered by the radiation incidence is just a physical
process as explained in Sec. 2.2, relates to neither biological effect
nor clinical response. The above indicates that malfunction itself by
irradiation does not change whether a CIED is implanted in a patient
or it is placed on a phantom in a non-clinical experiment, except for
one parameter that will be discussed below. Thus, since it can be
expected that knowledge of no malfunction obtained in non-clinical
experiments is clinically applicable, the present study suggests that TBI
for a patient with a CIED is feasible and safe.

One parameter that differs between a clinical situation and a non-
clinical experiment is the temperature of a CIED. The difference
between room temperature (20◦C, 293 K) and body temperature
(37◦C, 310 K) is just 6% in absolute temperature. Such a minor physical

difference is assumed not to drastically change the property of the
electrical circuit and not to affect a malfunction in a CIED, as discussed
in Hurkmans et al. and Adamec et al. [38, 51]. Thus, it can be concluded
that there is little gap between a clinical situation and a non-clinical
experiment for the study of CIED malfunctions.

It is true that there may be large gaps among patients after mal-
functions encountered in clinical situations. Even though a similar
malfunction may occur, clinical intervention could differ depending
on the patient. However, the above is beyond the scope of the present
study, because our focus herein is on whether malfunctions occur or
not.

CONCLUSION
The feasibility and safety of TBI for a CIED were suggested by the
present study as well as the data in the literature. Here, usage of a
non-neutron producible beam, avoiding the highest sensitivity to the
sensing threshold, and deactivation of ventricular shock therapy were
required for safety. It is expected that the present study will contribute
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional correlation of non-clinical
experimental results between accumulated dose and dose rate.
The data were taken from the literature summarized in Table 4.
The results of the present study are also shown by an arrow. The
numbers by symbols denote the numbers of overlapping data.

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional correlation of non-clinical
experimental results limited to CIEDs being currently active.
The data published before 2010 and the data of the old models
in Mollerus et al. [41] were removed from Fig. 5.

to the safe and curative treatment of a patient with a CIED under
radiotherapy.
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